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About This Game

Mahsung Deluxe is a unique blend of mahjong, concentration and puzzle solving cleverly combined into a single great game
with 50 mind-bending challenges. Your task is to remove all tiles from the board by pairing up similar tiles. Tile matches are

only possible if a line can interconnect both tiles using no more than 3 segments (2 corners). A straight line can remove
neighboring tiles that match. Wall-tiles are obstacles and part of the environment. On trickier levels, some tile images are hidden

behind a “?” symbol and needs to be flipped and memorized for a correct match.
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Title: Mahsung Deluxe
Genre: Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 50 MB available space
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HOT WHEELS, BEAT THAT!!. A very good emote pack, definitely worth the price. 11\/10. #BenDoneGoodAgain. Great
game so far. Immersive, intuitive, challenging and fun. Needs more content and balancing, in the best case MP, but the
foundation is very promissing!
@Devs: Keep up the good work! @Vivers: Highly recommended!. I'd rather cut my willy off than continue playing this game.. I
absolutely loved it! A lot of people complained about the story being mired in financial plot, but really it was just the net that
connected the overall story together. To me it was all about the connection and feelings between the reader and the characters,
and the journey that brought them to the end. I felt their angst, their despair (especially Hal's) and I felt their relief, and elation.
For an idealist and dreamer like myself, the ending was so perfect, right up until this very last frame. Just simply amazing. Isuna
Hasekura, once again your storytelling is the master of my heart haha. Well done! <3

There's everything to love about this kinetic visual novel. It's deep, the characters develop and grow, the economic aspect is
intriguing, it's exciting, there are a ton of hours of reading and story, the visuals are stunning and the music is tailored to the
overall mood of each scene.. there's just not enough I can articulate as to why this is the best VN on steam :)
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Probably my least favorite of the classic three, but still a fun game. Restarted it recently and forgetting the series of events
kicked my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but once I remembered what to do I had fun again. a fun adventure game in the
spirit of 80s classic adventure games.. I like mahjong games and this one has a plus because has a story behind.. This needs a lot
more effort before it's worth buying.. The game is awesome. little bugs here and there just as any other EA game but nothing
the devs wont look into right away, Trust me, I already know. I think I'm on their list of "oh brother ,what you need now, huh?"
But Devs are very active and willing to solve any problem you might have. I think you'll enjoy it too.. If you enjoy being
frusterated at not having any tutorials or help to get past the first 2 minutes of the game this game is for you. Draw a really
ridiculously hard arrow on the screen in order to use this one spell to kill the skeleton. Quit after 10 minutes of trying. NO help
on the forums, no help in game, and you can't escape the first combat to move on! You just sit there frusterated. Graphics are
beautiful, but with no option to do anything but scribble on a screen and your mouse movements don't even stay on the screen to
help. NOR is there a "hey you've been trying this shape for quite a while, new shape? Or even better, would you like a guide?"

. A Yuzusoft title!. Very good DLC adds a lot more to the Game such as the Map editor :) awesome!
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